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Is Motasim scarified for peace?

After one of the former Taliban leaders Mullah Aghaa Jaan Motasim, went missing under
mysterious circumstances in UAE, the officials of UAE was ignoring the contacts to let know
about his destiny.

However, now there are reports published that shows he has been released, but it raises some
questions, that why Aghaa jaan Motasim traveled from Turkey to Dubai? And why he was
detained there, what reasons are behind this scenario? Waheed Muzhda a political analyst has
analyzed this issue:

Peace negotiations and demands of President Karzai from Taliban:

Striving for peace and reconciliation in Afghanistan is not only difficult but dangerous as well. A
few days back, an Afghan analyst General Ghulam Hossain Hazara was targeted, which shows
that talking about peace will even have the threat of losing the life for some one. General
Hazara insisted on peace with the armed opposition, but maybe he didn’t know that there is no
will for peace untill the unclear future, and talking about peace is as swimming against the flow
of water.

The disagreement over the security pact between president Karzai and the US, clarified that
most welcoming phenomenon is war and bloodshed not the peace. America in response to the
demand of the president Karzai to bring peace before signing the agreement, started peace
negations with the opposition in mediatory of Qatar and Germany. America accepted to release
five Talib prisoners from Guantanamo jail, and Taliban showed their will for releasing an
American soldier, but suddenly the spokesperson to the Taliban said in a press release that due
to “complicated political status of Afghanistan” they delayed the peace negotiations. Taliban
believes that Americans use the peace process as a tool for achieving their goals in the war.
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There were also some speculations that president Karzai in contact with Taliban told them not
to put pressure on him for signing the security pact by continuing peace negotiations with
America. Taliban realized the matter and called it as complicated political status of Afghanistan,
and delayed the negotiation with America once again.

Deportation of Mullah Aghaa jaan from Turkey:

On the other hand, Afghan government started peace negotiations with a number of Taliban
personalities  under  the  leadership  of  Mula  Agha  Jan  motasim,  which  was  said  that  in  this
negotiation the former Taliban minister Mawlavi Abdulraqeeb also, participated. While soon
after that he was shot and killed in Peshawar and Afghan government shifted his dead body to
Takhar province to show that he wanted peace with Afghan government, but in fact Mawlavi
Abdulraqeeb disjoined the process and also did not participate in the Dubai conference.

However  the  Taliban  called  the  assassination  of  Mawlavi  Abdulraqeeb  as  an  act  of  their
enemies, but some believes that there are some radical personalities within Taliban who denies
any kind of contacts with the Afghan government and consider it as treason, and they are
committed  even  to  assassinate  those  who  do  so  even  if  they  are  high  ranking  officials  of
Taliban.

It is said that Pakistan is behind such assassinations, but the question is if Pakistan have
problem with such personalities in Afghan Taliban movement, why they physically treated
Mullah Aghaa jaan and sent him to Afghanistan to raise up the voice of peace after he was shot.

Mullah Aghaa jaan went from Kabul to Turkey and probably and office for Taliban might have
got  established,  but  the  Turkish  government  did  not  show  interest  to  that.  It  became  more
difficult for Aghaa Jaan when Taliban detained a helicopter and its passengers in Logar province
which Turkish nationals were also amongst them.

Taliban released the Turkish prisoners soon after, which was not perhaps without conditions.
Taliban wanted Turkey to deport Agha Jan from Turkey; therefore Turkey started creating
problems for Aghaa Jaan and did not extend his visa.

On the other hand, it was difficult for the friends of Aghaa Jaan motasim to travel to Turkey and
each time he had to come to Dubai to meet them.

Now, when the Afghan government claims that they are in contact with Taliban, going missing
of Mullah motasim caused more clamor. Some of the reports said that he was kept under eye in
his home but it seems not true, since he did not have a house over there and lived in Hotels, ,
but maybe they detained him somewhere.
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Mullah Motasim’s matter a response to president Karzai’s measures:

According to the reports, the UAE police have not clarified the charges against Mullah Motasim.
If he was detained for visa violation that would be a smaller offence, but in very particular
situation, someone is being detained and it must have other reasons.

But it seems that his detaining was not such a simple thing. In keeping in mind that America has
influence on the UAE government, maybe it was a response to that measure of president Karzai
that he wanted Taliban to stop peace negotiation with America.

Did Mullah Motasim meet someone who was in the blacklist of America or not and it became a
pretext for America to want UAE officials to detain him? It is not yet clear

However, this issue shows once again that there is no plan for peace in the agenda and
everyone who tries to make a step in this regard faces challenges and even threats to his life.
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What was the message behind the latest bombardment on
civilians?

However in last few months the American troop’s bombardment on Afghan innocent civilian
has decreased but the latest of such incident in Khost province of Afghanistan killed women and
children on (2014/April/15).

Now, the question is, when would the goals behind these bombardments on civilians get
accomplished? Till which time the American troops, will be use this tool of pressure? And when
will they revise their strategy? Currently the reports of such incidents are common, but the
nature of these bombardments raises some questions. Hekmatullah Zaland; a political viewer
has analyzed it as following:

Would the powerful killers face trial?

In  Bonn  conference  there  was  a  discussion  over  the  transitional  justice  and  the  trial  of  war
criminals, but should not the American troops who committed crimes in Afghanistan in past 13
years, face trial? Who will prosecute these international criminals?

Whenever innocent Afghan civilians are killed in airstrikes, only by calling these crimes as
mistakes, all the justice has been dismissed. Calling these airstrikes and attacks as a mistake is
itself an insult, why it should be called as a mistake? The main causes behind them should be
clarified. Whether American troops want to deliver the message through these attacks and
airstrikes that they are autonomous and no one can stand against them, or there are other
goals behind it.

In past 13 years in each air strike and attack of American and foreign troops, tens and hundreds
of afghan innocent civilians have been killed, which continues by drone attacks in recent years.
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No one can reply to this question whether those who claim the protection of human rights and
then commit such brutal crimes; will be prosecuted or not? Who will implement the transitional
justice and hold a trial for them? Or the killings of Afghans are justified for everyone and it is
not a war crime?

When  such  crimes  happen,  sometimes  they  even  do  not  apologies  and  just  call  it  a  mistake.
Currently Afghans think that their killing is justified for foreign troops and they are hopeless of
prosecution of the war crimes. Till now, from the long list of the criminals, just Robert bells; an
American soldier who killed 20 Afghan innocents has been trialed in a symbolic trial and jailed
for a limited time.

The reaction of local Afghan authorities towards such crimes is also miserable. They try to
misguide the public opinion in such cases.

 The reactions of most of the media and press are also alike, in last year airstrike over the check
post of Afghan National Army in which five Afghan soldiers were killed, most of the media and
press hided and did not publish its report.

This  time  as  well,  the  American  troops  in  an  airstrike  killed  women  and  children  in  Khost
province,  while  the  local  authorities  in  Khost  said  that  this  incident  was  because  of  military
exercises. But in fact the troops are committing these crimes in accordance with their plan and
try to deliver specific messages.

Killing innocents a tool in hand of American authorities:

When innocent people lose their lives in a war, its cause is mostly apparent; but bombarding
residents and civilians without a specific reason, deliver other messages. Apparently no one can
accept those bombardments over tens and hundreds of civilians despite all the protests and
objections, as a mistake. These kinds of attacks on civilians clarifies that killing of innocent
civilians is one of the tools in hands of America to impose their demands.

Some three months ago, when the president Karzai rejected to sign the security pact with US,
the American troops bombarded residents and civilians in Siagherd district of Parwan province
and killed around 20 innocent civilians. The presages showed that it was a response to the
position of the president Karzai.

Since the foreign troops came to Afghanistan and the bombardments of a wedding ceremony in
Dehrawood of Urozgan to last week’s incident, the attacks continued in one or another way,
even in such airstrikes the ANA check posts have been targeted.
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 In  the  current  sensitive  and  important  era,  the  matter  of  the  American  interest  in  the  next
president’s government and the destiny of the security pact along with other issues show that
America will use this tool when they see the disagreement with their demands.

Soon after Afghan presidential election, such a bombardment and the actions of the Americans
troops deliver the message that any kind of government ruling Afghanistan cannot affect their
goals and will continue their selfish acts as currently they are doing.

Since these attacks are taking place repeatedly, could be a response of NO to the president’s
demand that urged repeatedly for stopping airstrikes and night raids on residents and civilians
and called on America to get honest steps towards peace in Afghanistan.

On the other hand America with the legend of the war on terror tries to secure their interests in
the region, and make Afghans accept their demands. Their aim is to implement the modern
colonialism through force and power in the whole region.

Is the strategy of America for killing changeable?

To the airstrikes and attacks of American troops on Afghan civilians, the president reacted
repeatedly and called it in opposition of all agreements between two countries and finally he
preconditioned signing the security pact.

This position of the president was effective in decreasing the number of airstrikes and attacks
of  this  kind,  but  from  the  position  of  Americans  appears  that  they  do  not  have  the  will  of
stopping the killings of Afghans.

Before conduction of the national Jirga for consultation over the signing of the security pact,
Barak Obama in his letter to Hamid Karzai said that American troops will not operate on
civilians but there was the clause of exceptions, now when they kill the innocent people they
will rely simply on that clause and would call it as exception.

Besides that, the bilateral security agreement after signing, gives the permission of the
operation to American troops in its second article. This concern has appeared in the statement
of President Hamid Karzai addressing the Jirga, “Americans in opposition with our expectation
in last decade, have committed actions in opposition with the interests of our nation; they
killed innocent people and overrun on the houses of Afghans. I don’t agree with that, but now if
they continue such acts even after the signature of BSA, it would mean that I agree with them”
said the president. It clearly delivers the message that if the pact gets signed, Afghans would
not be safe from the bombardment of American troops.
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In past years there was a big difference in sayings and actions of Americans, and the
bombardments showed that they do not respect the protection and security of the Afghan
people and do not respect the demands of the Afghan authorities.

If American troops according to their plan change the way of their war in Afghanistan and stay
in their mass military bases, the Afghans still would not be protected and will get scarified for
the interests of Americans. This is clear that until the time American troops have presence in
Afghanistan, no one can expect that Afghan civilians get safe from their attacks.


